We present a statistical path analysis model for the evaluation of two tests in the absence of a "goldstandard" method. This model is applied to the evaluation of flowcytometric and visual reticulocytecounting by using as the comparison method a combination of three hematological measurements: hemoglobin concentration (HGB), mean cellular volume (MCV), and erythrocyte density width (EDW). We assumed that, in general, a higher reticulocyte count is associated with a lower HGB value and with greater values for MCV and EDW. one reaches conclusions based on the relations of V and F with P, while actually one is interested in the relations of V and F with 0. Here we will specify the general conditions under which the approach of using a derived measure to evaluate two competing methods to measure a clinical variable is valid. We will apply the model to the evaluation of both reticulocyte counting methods.
We present a statistical path analysis model for the evaluation of two tests in the absence of a "goldstandard" method. This model is applied to the evaluation of flowcytometric and visual reticulocytecounting by using as the comparison method a combination of three hematological measurements: hemoglobin concentration (HGB), mean cellular volume (MCV), and erythrocyte density width (EDW). We assumed that, in general, a higher reticulocyte count is associated with a lower HGB value and with greater values for MCV and EDW. Applying this assumption and the statistical model, we demonstrated that flow cytometry was superior to visual reticulocyte counting in the low-value range studied. The path analysis model is potentially applicable in other cases where two tests are to be compared, and when no gold standard is available. The ideal situation is when a method (e.g., method V, which yields results V) yields the same measurements as the true value (G): i.e., G = V for all possible values of V and G. Obviously, this ideal situation will not occur very often in practice. Usually, there is random error involved in V, and sometimes also systematic error.
When all this is the case, then the relation between G and V becomes V = a + /3G + a, where a is the systematic error in the general level, /3is the systematic proportional error of V, and a is random error. Discarding the possibility of a nonlinear relation between 0 and V, whatever the values of a, /3, and a, the necessary condition for V to be a good method to measure G is a high correlation between V and G. Therefore, we will use the correlation as a criterion to distinguish between two competing methods to measure G: the method that correlates best with G is the best method to measure G. There are several flaws in using the correlation as the only criterion (1): a high correlation may not be a sufficient condition, but for the present we let it serve this purpose. Statistically, the correlation represents the common variance between G and V; the greater the common variance, the better 0 is measured by V. We assume that there exists a linear relation between the unobserved true value G and the derived marker P: P1=/3G+#{128},fori=1,..,n, where /3is the unknown slope of the regression function between G and P, and a the usual error term that is independent of G. Let us study the correlation between PandV,Rpv: Case C. Assume that the correlation between 0 and P is imperfect: 0 <R#{128}< 1. Moreover, assume that a is independent of both V and F: S5 = S, = 0. Consequently, R1/R = RIR and, again, the method that correlates best with P also correlates best with G, no matter how large the actual correlation between P and 0. In our case we expect that there is some correlation between the HGB and the true reticulocyte number, but no correlation between the HGB and both counting methods exists that is due to some systematic error. Therefore, the correlation between the counting methods and HGB can be attributed completely to the correlation between HGB and the true reticulocyte number.
In that case the method that correlates best with the HGB is superior.
CaseD. Again assume that the correlation between G and P is imperfect: 0< R0 <1. However, now we do not assume that the covariances between a and F and V are zero. If the ratio RPFIRrv is >1, then F correlates better (2) with P than V does. Under which condition will the ratio Ror/Rov also be >1? Because R> are subject to observer variation, which would be random error in relation to the true value G. However, when the same observer counts the number of reticulocytes, the error in the relation between P and 0 might be correlated with V. Hence, the correlation of P with V would be partly due to their mutual relation with G, but there would be additional correlation attributable to their mutual relation with the same observer. If despite this additional correlation, F correlates better with P than V does, it is safe to conclude that F also correlates better than V with 0.
CombIning Derived Markers
Until now we have used only one derived marker (HGB in our example). Often counts is explained by the visual counts, and vice versa. The correlation is lower than in other studies (3, 6-8), but this is because of the small reticulocyte-count range in this study. Nevertheless, the correlation has such a low value, and the deviations are relatively so large, that the concern about which method is best is a genuine and possibly important concern in this low range of reticulocyte counts.
Univariate analysis.
The correlations between the three hematological variables and the visual and flowcytometric reticulocyte counts are summarized in Table  1 cytometric counts and all three hematological variables, whereas only EDW correlated significantly with the visual counts. However, only the correlation with HGB showed a significant (P <0.0001) difference between the visual counts and the flow-cytometric counts.
Combining derived markers. The sum of EDW, MCV, and HGB (negatively valued) correlated at r = 0.43 with the flow-cytometric counts and r = 0.24 with the visual reticulocyte counts ( Table 2) . This difference is statistically significant (P = 0.0177).
The correlations of EDW with MCV and HGB were -0.23 (P = 0.01) and -0.26 (P = 0.003), respectively, and that of MCV with HGB was 0.06 (P = 0.28). With factor analysis of EDW, MCV, and 11GB, only the first factor had an eigenvalue >1; moreover, this factor explained 81% of the common variance of the three The question as to which of two competing methods is better is a practical research question. In the present study we were not concerned with how well the two competing methods measured the true value-a question that centers on estimating the systematic and random errors in V and F. In contrast to our question, here it can appear that the two methods together measure the true value better than either one can do alone. Explicitly, our paper was not concerned with that question, but some literature discusses estimating the errors of V and F (12-14). 
